
 

 

Isabella 

In the phallocentric world that Shakespeare depicts, women in the tragicomedy Measure for 

Measure are portrayed to hold limited power in the face of the patriarchy. Despite this, however, 

Isabella is cast as one of the most insightful and courageous characters, especially through her 

willingness to challenge powerful male figures in an already oppressive society and her ability to 

divulge truths regarding the play’s central concerns of humanity and justice. Certainly, Isabella has 

her own faults and sporadic outbursts; yet defining her purely by her actions offers little sympathy 

her difficult circumstances. Ultimately, Isabella is a character who harbours benevolent intents for 

those around her, rendering her a morally righteous character who is indeed the “virtuous maid” she 

purports to be. Her developed altruistic and philanthropic attitude as the play progresses is 

something Shakespeare appreciates, even when tragically, her character encapsulates the invidious 

position of women, spurned and rejected in the misogynistic society of Shakespeare’s problem play. 

Shakespeare values Isabella’s courage and caring nature as she remains resilient even in the 

presence of “more mightier member[s]” in the patriarchal society. Lucio’s opening facetious remark 

“hail virgin, if you be…” in a church immediately puts Isabella in a state of discomfort when 

articulating the circumstances of Claudio’s crime - she pleas for him to stop “mocking” her, 

indicating the vulgar and intimidating atmosphere Lucio sets as a man. Thus, her ostensible lack of 

evident emotion and minimal lines rather represents her diffidence and suspicion of Lucio’s 

intentions than a callous reaction to Claudio’s sentence. However, the very fact that she still accepts 

his subsequent claim to save her brother and “humbly thank[s]” Lucio is already commendable: she 

is still able to remain stolid in composition and thus focus on more important aspects despite the 

uncomfortable atmosphere Lucio sets. Such resilience against a male patron is even further 

accentuated in her encounter with Angelo as she actively pleads for the “pardon” of Claudio. What 

heightens Isabella’s courageous nature here is the fact that we see Angelo, who is not only a man 

but also the substitute Duke of Vienna, on the back foot as he merely exclaims “pray you be gone”, 

flabbergasted at Isabella’s resilience up against the patriarchy. Juxtaposed against Isabella’s lyrical 

flourishes of which Lucio further validates in his sexually comedic exclamations – “ay touch him, 

there’s the vein!” – Shakespeare highlights her newfound influence she embodies as she is able to 

temporarily subvert the previous patriarchal social dynamic between man and woman. It is 

especially admirable as we see that she is previously aware of her powerless role with Lucio – “my 

power? Alas, I about…”, indicating her subserviency role – yet, she is willing to help her brother 

regardless. It is here that Shakespeare celebrates her resilient and caring nature: one who is able to 

stand confidently in a phallocentric society to fight for what is right despite the social barrier that 

exists. 

Although courageous in nature, Isabella is still subject to human flaws but Shakespeare accentuates 

the sympathy the audience must feel for the difficulty of her circumstances. Whilst Isabella’s sudden 

outburst Claudio as a “faithless coward… dishonest wretch” seems far from Shakespeare’s depiction 

of a demure novate nun - where in the Jacobean society they are supposed to console the “afflicted 

spirits” with genuine advice with “comfort” - it is not an indication of moral hypocrisy given the fact 

that Claudio has essentially burdened his life in her hands: “sweet sister, let me live!” It is difficult to 

disregard her initial reaction “Alas alas!” as a genuine representation of human emotion full of 

pathos and anxiety. Thus, her outburst therefore is better understood as a cathartic release of 

frustration at the tragic state of Claudio’s sentence – signified by the empty line after the mere 

“why?” illustrating her shock and defeated state of mind at his unfortunate circumstance, rather 

than a direct and deliberate attack on Claudio. After all, in a society where women must “weep and 

kneel” at the feet of dominant men, it is understandable that Isabella seeks to preserve her chastity 



 

 

given that she had already bravely begged Angelo. Thus, when the Duke proposes for her to “fasten 

[her] ears to his advisings,” the prospect of reserving her chastity is understandably inciting. Though 

her willingness to substitute Mariana in the Duke’s bed-trick can be seen as hypocritical given it 

“gives her content” to see another woman take her place, we cannot disregard how such a plot is 

meticulously and deliberately unfurled by the Duke disguised as the “holy friar” he exploits. Isabella 

is led to believe the Duke’s celestial wisdom is irrefutable and thus believes any “advising” she 

receives is in line with her religious values. Therefore, what Shakespeare accentuates is that to 

regard as an immoral character fails to deliver empathy for the manipulation she had so 

inadvertently fallen under. Though this, we are able to appreciate Isabella still being able to retain a 

sense of morality whilst being subject to flaws. 

Nonetheless, it is in the denouement of the play that bolsters Isabella as a merciful character who 

better understands the complexities of human nature and her own flaws. She is no doubt enraged 

after discovering Angelo had ostensibly “released [Claudio] from the world” – she exclaims how she 

will “pluck out his eyes” to the Duke, accentuating her deep desire to take on revenge and her 

religious attachment to the Old Testament idea of “an eye for an eye”, which is later mimicked in the 

Duke’s line when sentencing Angelo. Thus, despite the Duke ordering her to, when we see her 

denounce Angelo for being a “murderer…virgin violator…”, Shakespeare nonetheless portrays a 

woman who is deeply entrapped in emotional turmoil given the anger encapsulated in her resentful 

lines. However, what culminates in Shakespeare’s play is when Isabella is so willing to “lend a knee” 

out of her own volition for Mariana and forgive Angelo, given that she “partly think[s] a due sincerity 

governed his deeds.” Such a concession of Angelo’s human frailty amplifies Isabella’s merciful and 

understanding nature; she empathizes that Angelo had “partly” adhered to the law and embodied a 

“natural guiltiness” of lust that so many other characters had also succumbed to. Thus, her 

understanding of common human failing is what epitomizes her compassion and moral virtue: she is 

seen begging for a man who had unjustly killed her brother for the greater good. This is undoubtedly 

difficult, however, encapsulated by the emptiness in line and break in iambic pentameter after “for 

angelo” – translating to a long pause in performance – to suggest a sense of restraint as she decides 

to sacrifice her resentful desires. Yet, what Isabella is able to eventually do is reintegrate Mariana – a 

woman who previously resided in the “moated grange”, symbolic of her isolation – back into a 

society with her male patron. Such strength to forgo her own vengeful desires and her religious 

beliefs is revelatory as she is able to be merciful for the betterment of others, and thus her forgiving 

attitude cements her as an incredibly moral character, tempered by her selflessness and religious 

ideals. 

Despite finding herself unintentionally entrapped in the Duke’s deliberate ploy and Angelo’s 

“conscpusible intemperate lust”, the difficultly of her circumstances only temper the audience’s 

initially harsh interpretations of her oppressed character. The solutions delivered in the end 

foreground her symbiotic qualities of moral righteousness and concern for others. Ultimately, it is 

Isabella’s profound understanding of humanity that allows her merciful nature to shine. In a society 

where women are “nothing’ if “neither maid, widow or wife”, Isabella’s courage and resilience in the 

face of powerful male figures only augments her caring character as she is even able to shift social 

dynamics for the greater good. Even though Shakespeare incites sympathy for her tragically 

subservient position in society, what is more important, however, is her incredible moral compass 

and character growth that is able to elicit such a positive reading of her character. 

 


